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17th May 2014

Who am I now? 

Through a series of fictionalised 
makeovers, Amalia Ulman created  
a powerful Instagram performance 
that shows how women are 
fetishised online 

“Excellences & Perfections” was a scripted performance I did 
on Instagram from April to September 2014. It showed the 
evolution of a young woman living in Los Angeles. I adopted 
three personas in turn: first, cute Tumblr-loving ingénue; 
next, a basic sugar baby who’s into streetwear; and finally, a 
post-rehab wellness freak. Because it was an experimental 
format, I stuck to clichés that the audience would recognise. 
I decided to keep the story simple.

I had been online for many years when I started the 
artwork. As a young woman, I was very aware that the 
internet was not a fun, beautiful playground. I knew how 
easy it was to get attention through objectification alone. 
So after many years of having worked on being genderless 
and invisible, I decided to use the way women are fetishised 
online as a way of telling a story.

At the time I was doing a lot of work online, and years 
before that I had posed in my own photographs. So I just 
combined the two. But I hated the world of performance art: 
I was an autistic girl hiding behind a screen, not an extrovert 
dying to get on stage. It was a very scary thing for me to do, 
but I felt compelled to do it.

I’m proud of how reckless I am in my work. As a teenager I 
was interested in movements like Dada, punk, cyberpunk, ▶ 
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◀ Arte Povera and the anti-fascist art movements. These 
influences are there if you look closely.

I was born a woman: that’s the life I’ve experienced so far, 
and I try to talk about what I know. But I feel that femininity 
has never come naturally to me. For years I’ve felt that I had to 
“perform” a role in my everyday life just to fit in. So this project 
was an extension of that in a way.

By the conclusion of the performance in September 2014, 
I had gained thousands of new followers on Instagram. I didn’t 
find that thrilling – I never really cared about the numbers. I was 
only satisfied that the experiment was going according to plan.

I think Instagram popularity, when it comes to images of 
women, depends on where you are in the world. It seemed that 
in the US the formula, for a while, was to have a huge ass with 
surreal Brazilian butt-lift proportions. Ultimately, though, I 
don’t think social media has changed much since 2014. People 
still like being lied to.

When I revealed that my Instagram character was a creation, 
some of my followers were angry. A lot had left sexist comments 
on my profile. The work was holding up a mirror and they didn’t 
like what they saw. But that was the point: media is deceptive. 
When things become images, they become fiction. 

Amalia Ulman is an Argentine/Spanish artist. She  is making her first 
feature film, “El Planeta”, a dark comedy about eviction

I gained thousands of new 
Instagram followers. But  

I never cared about numbers –  
I was only satisfied that the 
experiment was going to plan
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